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Physical interpretation of results obtained in the first

part I is stuftied» The presence of an additional degeneracy

of resonance states in the Neveu-Schwarz dual model is shown»

To consider spontaneous vacuum transitions analytical

continuation of the rearranged dual amplitude in the IVT

constant is performed* It's shown that exact SU(2)-symmetry

and Higgs effect take place here. The presence of SU(2)*SU(2>*

U(1}*1[J(1)x...-symmetry and relations of the algebraic

realization of chiral symmetry in the rearranged Neveu-Schwarz

dual model are deduced.

Kharkov, Physical Technical Institute, 1976



In the first part'- •* of the present work an integral re-

presentation method of summing induced vacuum traneitions (IVT)

in the Neveu-Schwarz dual model (NSDM) has been formulated

and a solution of a system of Integral equations for the rear-

ranged Neveu-Schwartz dual amplitudes has been obtained*

The present part of the work deals with physical interpre-

tation of the results obtained in the first part*\

It will be shown that the spectrum of resonance states of

the NSDM contains an additional degeneration which in the pre-

sence of IVT's manifests in splitting of all the JT-and p -

daughter trajectories on the genuine daughters and on the so

called adopted
1
 ones* Such a degeneration of the resonance spec-

trum is analogous to the degeneration of spectrum found recently

by the authors in the Veneziana dual model
l
 * •

After the degeneration of spectrum is properly taken into

account the resulting NS dual amplitudes exhibit an internal

structure with en infinite number of conserving hyper charges

together with an impllcite spin structure*

Another important property of the degeneration due to the

presence of the IVT's in case of the HSDH is that it contains

both G-odd and G-even parity states* As a consequence the

dual amplitudes with any number of G-even external particles

are contained in the solution of the integral representation

method*

Analitical continuation of the rearranged dual amplitudes

in the IVT constant on the other Rlemaxm sheets gives .possibi-

lity to consider spontaneous vacuum transitions (SVT). As a

consequence of the SVT
1
 в the,intercepts of JT and f -tra-

jectories acquire new values* In the case when cto «0 whioh

corresponds to the original HSDM the intercept of the. f> -tra-

jectory after SVT becomes equal to zero, and the p -meson

acquires a non-zero mass value* This testifies to the presenr

се of the Higgs effect in the HSDM. For the same value of in-

tercept dU шО the ТГ - and p -meson trajectories as a
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consequence of SVT trajectories become degenerate* So an exact
SU(2) symmetry takes place. For the masses of particles belon-
ging to different trajectories relations of the algebraic re-
alization of chiral symmetry are satisfied. That shows the pre-
sence, in the rearranged HSDffi of the SU(2) x SU(2)*U(tJjL symmetry
group.

The content of the paper is disposed as follows.
The structure of separate terms in the integral represen-

tation, of the rearranged dual amplitudes is studied in Sec.1.
In S e e 2 the physical meaning of the rearrangement of the dual
amplitudes due to IVT is discussed. The connection of the re-
sulting trajectory splitting with an inherent quark structure
is established. The explicit form of the rearranged 4-point
functions is given in Sec.3. A connection of the quark struc-
ture of the HSDM with the .0".-model and with the Adler prin-
ciple is discussed. In Sec.4. SVT's are considered. The presen-
ce of the mass relations analogous to those of the,algebraic
realization of the chiral symmetry is demonstrated.

For convenience we list here the main formulas received
in Part I.

The initial NSDM amplitude has the form

where

and <$>j »s are anticommuting variables with the integration

rule j ^ = 0 , $«pjd<P*= <Sjc
The spur!on summation between the I -th and c+1
particles results in the appearance of the additional factor



in the integrand of the representation (1)

where

±. Ъ- *в У^ (5)
2

and the integration contour T̂ is shown in Pig.1. .(Pig.2

shows the analogous integration contour in the VDM).

The function (3) may also be represented in the form of

the sum of the residues at poles of the integrand defined by

the condition

2S-2Jo-iL
 = Q

As a result of all spurion summations the rearranged amplitude

acquires the additional factor
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where

and

1. We begin with the discussion of the physical meaning
of the expressions (3) and (7). For this purpose we shall at
first remind the physical meaning of spurion summation proce-
dure in the TOM emphasising those properties vhich are general
for the both models under consideration» For simplisity we shall
restrict ourselves with the consideration of the first step of
spurion summation procedure (Fig.3).

As it has been already mentioned the n-point 6 -function
as a result of the first step summation acquires the additional
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H.g.3.

The graphical representation of the Bn -function
rearranged in the result of the spurion summation
between the i -th and i+1st particles.

function R'aLis.tjaLiJiirfo,?) in the integrand of
the КоЪа-Hielsen representation. In the VDM the corresponding
function #Y2-i,,Mfje£/>kf//ol6) i s given by the following
expression

X

where

n) (j_

n'. V 1

The integration contour
encloses all the roots S

(ID

% in the representation (Ю)
of the equation (see Fig.2)

O (12)
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which coincide with the roots

when в =0 and change continuously

When f is varying along a contour starting at (3=0.

In order to give some physical interpretation of the rede-

fined . 6« -function we shall use the following formal procedu-

re f2J. Let us define dual amplitude as a residue at d
K
 =0

of the expression

where ol
K
 = d'p% +JL

O
.

This procedure fixes on the mass shell condition for all the

external particles*

Transform the.integral (10) to the sum of the residues at

the poles 5<*(fS) . Partial terms of this sum up to unessential

renormalization factors have the following form

J22_ П 7. у

In order to get the expression (14) we used the well

known property of anharmonie ratios

The remarkable property of the expression (14) is that it has

no poles at d^ =0 and at o/
t
-
4f
 =0 when |3 40, At the same

time due to the presence of /Y-ak+S^CpHu) and Pbk*^SU^) in.

the numerator of the expression (15) it has poles in the vari-

ables Ui and Uu, at

Passing from the expression (14) to the formula (16) only



the terms linear in the parameter /3 has been retained

When the conditions (16) with /w+^7 + lT= G are ful-
filled the residues at the poles of oL(pz) correspond to the
external particles lying on the shifted parent trajectory.

The trajectories aCi*f,i*e(£-2,— , "i-Z) corresponding to
the internal particles undergo the same shifting. This results
from the factors Zi+Ti-e. in the expression (14)
and the factors 2 £«,£&**" in the integrand of the Vene-
ziano amplitude.

So we may conclude that every term ( W . leads to the same
trajectory shift simultaneously for the L -th and t+ist
external particles and for all the internal trajectories
oLi,*4,i*i (t-Z} •••;w-2j, , corresponding to the diagram dia-

gonals shown in Pig.4.

Pi

Pi4t

Pig.4
Momentum polygon for the Veneaiano n-point amplitude.
Shown diagonales correspondto the z^c variables.
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This roiaarkable property of the expression (14) allowe to form

a quark interpretation of the rearranged dual amplj budes. To

get such an interpretation l e t us сопвхйэт the dual diagra?n

pictured on Fig.5.

Fig. 5

Quark diagram for n-point Veneziario amplitude. Subtending

the quark lines corresponds to the polygon diagonales shown

on Pig. 4.

As it can be ssen from this diagram all the shifted trajecto-

ries oti,^, et.-*f,ue (e*Z,..., n-Z)

correspond to tying together the external lines in such a way

that the quark line between the i -th and С * 1 -th ex-

ternal particles always participates. Thet is why the effect of

taking into account spurion emission on the first step of sum-

mation may be interpreted as change of the only quark mass.on

the line between the i -th and i+i -th particles. In

accordance with an infinite number of the terns having the form

(14) in the residue sum the quark line between the I -th and

I + 1st particles is c/D -fold split so that each m in

the expression (14) corresponds to its own variety of quark..

(see Pig.6).

.1



о
Pig.б

External quark line splitting for the Veneziano

dual amplitude corresponding to the first step

of spurion summation.

To study the splitting of the trajectories we shall consider

the expression (16). This expression defines the shifts of the

main trajectory (rYl +M + Г = 0 ) and of its daughters

/rr)-*-»O+V"=3) . The value of the shift is given by the

last term of the expression (16). The dependence of this term

on rY) leads to 1 + 1 -fold splitting of the squared mas-

ses of the external particles belonging to daughter trajectories.

All the split daughter trajectories are divided into two groups.

The first group contains the split trajectories which are shif-

ted by the same value as the parent trajectory. They are called

genuine daughter trajectories. The trajectories of the second

group are shifted by the value which differs from the parent

trajectory shift. They are not situated at integer distances

from the parent trajectory and thus are not its true daughters.

These trajectories we call adopted daughter trajectories. Each

adopted daughter trajectory is in its.turn the parent of the fa-

mily of its own daughter trajectories. The scheme of trajectory

splitting is shown on Pig.7.

Each split trajectory is characterised by its value of

12



Pig.7.

The scheme of trajectory splitting in the TDM

- trajectories af the initial Veneziano model

(m=O) tL. •j'liftel parent and genuine daughter trajecto-

adoplad daughter trajectories

and their daughters

Each split i.'agectory is characterized by its value of m (m-O,i
r
)

As it has been shown above each value of Г77 is connected with

its variety of quark. Therefore resonance state splitting iB

uniquely defined by the mass spectrum of the corresponding

quark states. The presense of above discussed splitting proves

an additional degeneration of resonance spectrum in the VDM.

Spurion emission plays the role of a perturbation removing the

degeneracy inherent in the model.

Note that variety of .quark is connected with conser* \tion

of some hypercharge Y
t
 . Indeed, fulfilling the subsequent

steps of the слипаtion between the ( +1 st and с +2nd partic-

les and so on we shall get the quark line splitting betw .en the

t+1st and t.+2nd particles, etc., analogous to the first

step splitting. As a result of the summation at all the steps

all the quark lines are split and the rearranged Veneziano



amplitude is represejted in the form of a sum with an infinite

number of terms corresponding the the diagrams 3ho\vn on Pig.8.

Pig.8

Quark line splitting in the Veneziano dual amplitude
corresponding to the summation of all the spuriona.

As it may be easily seen from the querk diagrams (Pig.8) the

number of quarks of each variety is conserved for any П -point

function and this results in the conservation of the correspon-

ding hypercharge Y^ •

Thus the dual model under consideration contains an infi-

nite number of additive conservation laws, and a definite ty-.

pe of hypercharge corresponds to each of them. As a consequen-

ce the symmetry of the resulting quark model is that of the

l/(/J*W(Ox . . • group.

2. The quark interpretation of the rearranged Veneziano

dual amplitude considered in the previous section may.be gene-

ralized with some variations for the rearranged Nsveu-Schwarz

dual amplitudes. To study the rearranged amplitude structure

in the HSDM we shall use an analogous method. For this purpose

we shall begin with the consideration of the structure of the

factor function R°( £,;•,; <U(<fu;°M^, tdo^) (3)
appearing at the first step of spurion summation (see Pig.3)



Transforming the integral (3) into a sum of an infinite number

of residues at the poles S«,(p
b
) (m

 я
О,-§г ,1,4:̂  ... ) we may con-

sider separate terms of this sum. Unlike the VDM the NSDM has

two different types of terms. The first type contains only even

powers of the constant j3 . The corresponding terms have the

following form

^- t+l.t
( n 8 )

and

(19)

The second type contains only the odd powers of the constant 6,

Such terms have the form

^ 5 ^ п ) ?»МГ>*
п

 (20)

and

п-г

(21)

To receive the expressions (18-21) we have used the following

relations

ii+e
 ( 2 2 )

which are analogous to the equation (15)» We also have intro-

duced the poles j- *"i- '
 a n

* J.- <*k corresponding,

to the external X -mesons* As it follows from the expres-
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sions (18-21) when о1с+-к-0 these expressions have no poles
at 4.1 +-£=0 a n d UL+, + £ = O • At the same t i -
me they have poles in the variables di and cLui at
the values

and

here K=i.,cH ) /77 - 0,ъ
}
1,%

}

While making the transition from the expressions (18-21)

to the expressions (23,24) only the square terms in the para-

meter 8 have been retained* The residues at the.poles (23)

(m + r) + f=0) correspond to the external T -meson lying

on the shifted ЗГ -meson parent trajectory. At the same time,

the residues at the poles (24) correspond to the external sca-

lar particles lying on the first shifted <p -meson daughter

trajectory. The appearance of new additional external states

which do not lie on the shifted X -trajectory or on its daugh-

ters is an essentially neux phenomenon for the rearranged Ne-

veu-Schwarz amplitude and it may seem rather strange. Bui the

appearance of such particles in. the role of external particles

is a direct consequence of & -parity conservation in the NSDM

Indeed as it has been pointed above a contribution into the

rearranged B
n
 function is given only by the processes invol-

ving an even total number of 1Г -mesons and spurions. If an

odd number of spurions is emitted in a process the rearranged

amplitude must describe the process involving odd number of

external particles. Owing to G -parity conservation only even

number of the particles with negative G -parity can be pre-

sent. That means that the process of spurion emission is follo-
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wed by a substitution of some of the particles with negative

G -parity by the particles with positive G -parity. The phy-

sical interpretation of this substitution nay be the following

(see Pig.9).

Flg.9
The scheme describing the transition to
the G-even sector of the NSDM

A spurion interacts with the neighbouring T -meson and this

results in the appearance of a positive G-parity state lying

on the shifted trajectory. As a result of this an external

7Г -meson of the rearranged amplitude is substituted by posi-

tive G-parity state.

The terms (20)» (21) contain odd powers of the constant j3

and this corresponds to emission of an odd number of spurions.

As a consequence the states having positive G-parity are gene-

rated. Owing to the presense of the factors <ft and ф^
л
 ,

these forms give an unequal to zero contribution into 8* ..

Note that there exists an attracting possibility for the par-

ticles corresponding to the ф -operators to be fermions.

However it is difficult to extract the spin content immediately

from the scattering amplitudes. So possibility of such inter-

pretation is now unclear.

The terms of the type (18) and (19) correspond to proces-

ses involving emission of an even number of spurions. The terms

(19) corresponds to the generation of a pair of the particles

17



with positive G-parity, the terms (18) correspond to the shift
pf the external T -meson trajectories (see Pig.10).

M.g.10.
Possible emission schemes of an even number of spurions.

a) generation of two scalar states
b) generation of a renormalized G-odd state

Note that the effect of the generation of the particles
with positive G-parity shows that spontaneous breakdown in the
NSDM i s connected with a nonzero vacuum expectation value of
the f ield operators of these particles. G-parity conservation
prohibits the vacuum expectation value being nonzero for -me-
son»

Having the physical meaning of the expressions (18-21)
with . Ш + П+Г = О . we shall represent the rearranged

Bn -function by means of the graphs shown on Fig.if, 12 t

The graphes (Fig»11) correspond to the rearranged amplitu-
des, containing an even number.of external particles and are
described by the terms (18,19).

18



вГ 1Г *">

Jig.11.

A result of the emission of an even number
of spurions. Two last terms correspond to
the substitution S-* S+± in the

formulas (18,19)

The graphs (Pig. 12) correspond to the rearranged ampli-

tudes containing an odd number.of external particles and are

described by the terms (20,21).

H.g.12

A result of the emission of an odd number
of spurions

As it may be seen from Pig. 11,12 the rearranged В„ -fun-

ction is split into the sum of terms each of whioh corresponds

to a renormalized amplitude in a definite sector oi the HSDH.

19



For example, the renoxmalized amplitude describing. IT -meson

sector corresponds to the first graph shown on Pig .11 and the

remormalized amplitude describing Ж and <T -meson,

sector correspoAde to the second and third graphs shown on

Fig. 11 and to the first and second graphs on Fig. 12.

Let ns consider now the factors £<.•,>& n and the
invariant functiom <PL and Ф& in the expressions

(18-21). The appearance of the two last functions is a conse-

quence of the transition to & -even sector. The presence of

the terms ъИ$№*
п
 (t'Z, -,»-2> leads to the shift of the

internal .trajectories corresponding to diagram diagonals shown

on Fig.4.

From the abovn mentioned correspondence between quark

diagram diagonals and shifted trajectories Ai,<k*i
t
 ot̂ ĉ e.

we again necessarily get the quark interpretation of the rear-

ranged amplitudes now for the ease of the NSDM.

Thus taking into account spurion emission in the HSDM

results in two effects. Firstly, we come to the G-eveu sector

of. the model and, secondly, we reveal the NSDM quark structu-

re. The latter testifies to the presence of an additional de-

generation in the resonance state spectrum of the NSDM similar

to that of the TOM.

To study this degeneration and the corresponding daughter

trajectory splitting we shall consider the expressions (23)

and (24). In these expressions the 1Г and <j> -meson daugh-

ter trajectories have the values n\*v\*r^3 (J =-кД •!:,•••)•

The dependence of the last term in the formulae (23) and (24)

On m leads to the squared mass splitting of the external

particlee lying on the daughter trajectories. Let us consider

this splitting in more detail. The ЛГ -meson daughter trajec-

tory splitting is given by integer values of m(m*1
t
2
t
-..)

in the expression (23) and by half-integer values of m

(r*
a £,%,•") i n tne expression (24)* When m+n+r=3

the formula (23) gives the 3-4 -fold splitting of the 3 -th

20



ЗГ -meson daughter trajectory, the expression (24) gives the

U -fold splitting of the same trajectory. So the total split-

ting of X -meson daughter trajectory is 13*1 . -fold.

Analogously it follows from the expressions (23,24) that

the splitting of the f -meson trajectory is 2j -fold.

All the considerations dealing with the genuine and adop-

ted daughter trajectories in the 7 Щ may be carried out without

any changes to the case of .the NSDM. The trajectory splitting

scheme is presented on Pig«13.

И.6.13
Trajectory splitting scheme on the ЯЗВИ
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Analising the poles of Г -function corresponding to the

external particles in the expressions (18-21) we have considered

the effect of the shift and splitting of the squared masei of.

the ЭГ -meson and the scalar particles lying on 9 and ЗГ -

meson daughter trajectories* from the structure of the residu-

es at the poles corresponding to the internal trajectories e?

the rearranged dual amplitudes we shall get analogous split-

ting, of the states with higher spins« We shall show that the

9 -meson trajectory is shifted and the states with spin > 1

lying on the T -parent trajectory and T and f -daughter

trajectories acquire an additional splitting compared with the

splitting of the scalar states belonging to the same trajecto-

ries (see Fig. 12). The effect of f -meson trajectory shift

testifies to the presence of the Higgs mechanism connected

with spontaneous breakdown in the BSDH. We shall also show that

the presence of an additional splitting of vector mesons pleads

to the Weinberg algebraic realization of cbiral symmetry. To

illustrate the above-mentioned features of the rearranged am-

plitudes in the NSDM together with some other properties such

as the Idler condition, the similarity to the <S* -model and

so on shall consider the 4 -point 6 -functions*

3. The rearranged 4-point В -functions are given by the

expression (1,7) when n»4

where the invariant differential volume o/JZ = ф

and ф,
/5/
« is the 3-point invariant function defined by

the relation (5).

,Let us write the expression for cjSl in a simplier

form* For this purpose we make the substitution of the variab-

les

22



in the invariant volume <0 2 t s >

dVdqdq ( 2 6 )

to get the following expression:

4i-l

Dividing both parts-cf the relation (27) on the differential

Лф we get the expression for i&e invariant ̂ volume
™ 1/3,4

dSl .
It is convenient to carry out the calculations of the

amplitudes in a fixed coordinate system where

Z,=0,Z
3
-/, 2 * - - , f,

 S
*?» = O (28)

In this coordinate system we have

( 2 9 )

and the following expression for the volume element

Hi!!- d-Ud4bd<b (30)
1 -

In the considered coordinate system the power factors
1 " ' ' h£№e the f,orm..

.1^ ^ Г Х - f H ^ -

Talcing into account the relations (30-32) we get for
the expression (25)

23



* (-АЛ fifi

where

(34)

To simplify the further calculation let us introduce the

following notation

*Si).* Ее + Ф Л г (35)

where the functions Е
с
 (S;-

t|
S
ij
-Uri ,"4jO *»d Qi&.,,$

and denote the terns containing respectively even

and odd powers of the parameter 6 «We shall also write the

relation (33) in the form

f«i ( 3 6 )

We ehall atudy tha function 0f(Si«n;ipc) i» **»•
foraula (36) which eorreaponda to the first tea* of the aim
over, the aubetitutione S*-*S

R
*i: la the expreeeion

(36). To receive the total aim over all such substitutions it
la eufficient to eymmetrUe the function "
accordine to the following Young scheme

24



J

he functions AiCSi

oordinate system (28)

have the form in the

(37)

Ueing the relation (37) we may fulfil the integration

irer ^z. and <ф in tb« expression (33)

SubDtituting the realtion (36) into the expression (33) we

get the following expression for the function B ^ S ^ n )



1S. *S* * •7l.*n,i-o(es '£"*S, - Ss m ,

As it has been alrsady pointed above different terms in

the expression (39) correspond to different sectors of the

NSDM.

Let UB consid-эг the first term in the expression (39)

when fJ
t
 =0 and all the variables S«- are equal to

S
o
(f>

z
) which ie the root of the equation (6)

satisfying So (tO - О

We may represent the first term of the expression (39)

in the form: ' •

^ ' f f l U ; ̂ s.) yfj ц . ^
 So) c
.
 (40)

where the relation

is used, and the normalizing constants corresponding* to the

i-th particle are denoted by C
L
 • The poles of the

P(-J? + 2So) -function correspbnd' to the external particles

lying on the 'ЗГ -meson shifted parent trajectory and its

daughters. Having determined the resldues
v
at the poles* iii Г*

the variables JL* of the expression ('40!)"" . * ••.-,

when ol?- ZS
O
 = О

26



We get the expression for the Lovelace 4rpoint amplitude with
the f -meson trajectory Intercept shifting equal to 2So •
Note that the spin zero states are lees degenerated than the
states with higher value of spin belonging to the same trajec-
tory. That is a generalization of the well known fact that in
the HSDH the scalar meson on the 9 -trajectory is decoupled.
To prove the above statement let us consider the first term of
the expression (39)

^ r C ) ££ £ £ <42)
* * * *

The nearest pole in the variable ok3 of this expression is
at the point Л

гг
 » S, + S

3
 + M

t
+ И

г
 end its residue

is equal to

oU-S,.-S
v
-*VW,H

 ( 4 3 )

This shows that the exchange of a vector particle takes place.

A simple calculation shows that the total number of vector

states at the level /<* = •* ok + К equals to the number

of zero spin states at the level уч* = -oU-g+K . This num-

ber is larger than that of the states with zero spin belonging

to the вате trajectory (see Fig.13).

As it will be shown below the presence of the additional

vector state splitting leads to the algebraic realization of

the chiral SU(2) * S W 2 ) symmetry in the ffSDM.

We have briefly discussed the physical consequences con-

nected with the first term in the expression (39). The symmetxy-

zation of this term according the Young.scheme results in

transition to other sectors of the NSDM. For example, making

the substitution S
3
-* S

%
*^ in the formula (40) we

get the ЗТЗГ<3"5" scattering amplitude in the following form

( 4 4 )
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where 0~ i s a G-even spin zero particle.
Carrying out the substitution S< —» S., + £ in

the formula (44) we get the <?iT(5& scattering amplitude

(45)
Note that the amplitude (45) shows the presence of the

3-noint <J"(F0- vertex proportional to (j-oio +2So)
The expression (44),(45) give only a part of all the possible
4-particle amplitudes» In order to obtain all the amplitudes
we must consider other terms in the expression (39). These
terms describe the interactions of the types ЗГЗЧГб* , 3f6\? J\

etc»

Let us compare various terms in (39) of the amplitudes

with the same external particles. As an example we consider

ЗГЗГОЧГ interaction. Putting in the second term of (39)

all the variables S; equal to S
o
(f

2
) and all the n^e

equal to zero we find the seccnd term of the 3T3f<34S* scat-

tering amplitude:

0г &

The representation46) has the 5Г -meson pole. The first

pole in the $<T channel of the amplitude (44) corresponds

to U> -meson and to its first daughter Bcalar state. The pre-

sence of the ЗГ -meson pole in the amplitude (46) shows the

appearance of the additioael 3-polnt ЗГЗГб̂  vertex* This

testifies that amplitude rearrangement in -&e HSDM is analo-.

gone to the rearrangement appearing in the spontaneously bro-

ken (Г -model. This analogy is not accidental. While consi-

dering SVT we shall show below that the ohiral SW(2") *

x $U(Z)*UCQ*Ue)*- symmetry group takes place in the N3DM.

Another important property of- the rearranged amplitudes testi-

fying to the connection with chiral symmetry and IGAC oonaLste
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in the fulfilment of the Adler condition for the particles

belonging to the *JT -meson trajectory and its daughters. To

prove this property we again consider the expression (39) for

the rearranged B
v
 -function. As an example we consider the

first term in the expression (39) which is equal to

(47)

with the external particle Squared momentum

( 4 8 )

Putting the 4-momentum рц =0 and using the mass shell condi-

tion for the 4-momenta p<
 t
 p

2
 р

ъ
 we find

^
 +
 p/ t*s*s

 (49)

Substituting the relations (49) and (50) into the expres-

sion (48) we get

m + Sy-SOrfe+Sa-S,) , .
ГСО)

Owing to the presence of the factor Г (О) in the denominator

this expression becomes equal to гэго when

*,*£,..- (52)
note that 5»,(b) may acquire only integer and half-integer
values. The condition (52) restricts the square.mass values
of the external particle with the zero momentum* The expres-
sion (48) gives the square mass value equal to

tf = -<>/? + И (53)

when

Analogous restrictions for the square mass values of the

external particles with zero momentum appear while considering
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other terms in the expression (39)* To prove this we shall

consider the second term in the expression (39) equal to

VVe/w-*,*S.) «54)

and having the external particle squared momentum

p/^-^-bSi+Si (t-tz;
 ( 5 5

>

Putting the 4-momentum Д, =0 and using the mass she l l condi-
tion for the 4-momentum 1,2,3

etf, = 4 =°(f + Рз « f + S » * ^ (57)

•A = d? = o(f+ pf « % + S, (58)

Substituting the relations (57) and (133) into the expression

(54) we shall obtain the following expression

6(SV-S,,S,-S¥) (59)

The function В (59) becomes equal to zero when

SJCl-Sitf)* O,±i+Z,~. (60)

On the base of the condition (60) and the relation (56) we
conclude that the Adler condition i s fulfilled for the par-
t i c l e s having the squared mass equal to

/i}= 1-jf + i+n (61)

when ji = o ( И - 0t ijZ, • • •)

Comparing the conditions (53) and (61) for the squared

masses of the external particles we conclude that these parti-

cles must .belong to ЗГ -meson trajectory or its degenerated

daughters.

Further we shall prove the Adler condition in a general

form for an arbitrary И -point в£ function emphasizing ,
the quark formulation of the Adler condition in dual models.
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3* The presence of a quark structure and of a related

11(0
x
HO)* " * symmetry group essentially conditions ful-

filment of the Adler condition in the NSDM. In order to stress

the presence of a connection between quarks and the Adler con-

dition we firstly consider the rearranged VDM where the IVT's

are taken into account and formulate the Adler condition in

terms of quarks.

She rearranged (fl+0 -print 8„+1 function has the

following form in the VDM:

When the momentum p
3
 of the amplitude (62) goes to ze-

ro an additional rebuilding of the integrand follows. This re-

building is fully analogous to that taking place in the process

of spurion summation and consists in the appearance of the

additional function Ri

( 6 3 )

in the integrand of the function 8* . The variable у

corresponds to a soft particle and its position is between the

variables 2i and Zi*< •

Using the mass shell condition for the momenta of the

t -th and (L+O - th particles we get

(65)

Substituting the relations (64) and (65) into the expres-

sion (63) we get the following form of the function R
t



j
s

a
*d

 (бб
>

The expression (66) goes to zero when S;(p)-S
a
({3) Ф

t O^i^Z,"' . Talcing into account that the particle with

sero momentum is composed of the quark S
s
(p) and the

antiquark Si(^) we get the quark formulation of the Adler

condition in the VDM.

When the momentum of the particle composed of the quark

with tbejiyper charge Y& and the anti quark with the hyper

charge Y* goes to zero the dual amplitude also goes to zero

Lf ,Y
t
 ¥ YK and all the other particles are on the mass

shell. This means that in the VDM the Adler condition takes
place for the particles which hyper charges are different from
zero»

Similarly we may prove that the Adler condition is fil-
filed in the rearranged NSDM. Repeating the above considera-
tions we shall find that the additional function Я

л
 appea-

ring in the в» integrand has the following form when the

momentum p«. goes to zero

""3 »•!

We have taking into account the contribution of the first term

to the Neveu-Schwarz amplitude» Taking into account the other

terms leads to the analogous contributions.

The functions Aj(
s
j-«

f
Sj) in the integrand of

the formula (67) in general case depend on the integration

variable у • Using the definition (35) we represent the pro-

duct AiA}Ai*% in the form

AiAjfci » (E*•p^QiXE, i-f^CyCEin^^UJ*.) (68)
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Various sectors of the rearranged 1ISDM correspond to various

terms in the expression (68).

For example, we consider the integral corresponding to

the term EiE$Ei*\ which does not depend on the variable «j •

For this term the mass shell condition for the momenta pi and

pi*i leads to the relations

i (69)

* 4- (70)

To derive these relations we have used the following expres-

sions

where for simplicity all the И, are put equal to zero* Sub-

stituting the relations (69) and (70) into the expression (67)

we obtain

fen -ь )* Г(О) tc

The function R, equals to zero when

**,*!,..• (74)

Using the expressior for the squared mass of the particle with

zero momentum, i.e.

j*\ = - UJ + S
3
 -^S^ + П

л
 + Иг-, (?5)

we again conclude that the Adler condition takes place only for

the particles belonging to the T -meson trajectory or its

daughters. The consideration of the integral (73) corresponding

to other terms of the expression (68) results in the same con-

clusion. The particles belonging to the split T -meson
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daughter trajectories may be composed either of a quark and
an anti quark of the same type or of a quark corresponding to
an integer (half-integer) value of 5*,(0) and an anti quark
corresponding to a half-integer (integer) value of S4(o) .
Having considered the SVÔ s in the NSDM we shall show that the

ЗГ -meson daughter trajectories composed of a quark and an
anti quark of the same type contain the particles having a nega-
tive G-parity whereas the trajectories composed of a quark and
an anti quark of different types contain the particles with a
positive G-parity. For latter particles the Adler condition i s
provided by the same mechanism as in the case of the VDM. For
the particles with quarks of the same type the Adler condition
i s provided in an analogy with chiral symmetry theories.

4. For studying the SVT's in the NSDM we consider an ana-
lyt ica l continuation of the function R along,an arbitrary con-
tour beginning at j3 =0 on the P -plane. The analytical
continuation procedure i s analogous to that considered by the
authors in the VDM and i s defined by the representation (3) .
In this representation the integrand poles are the functions
of the parameter в г defined by the condition:

When j3 =0 this equation leads to two root series:

Sm(0) =m (m=0,-± \t\ . . - ) (77)

and

• i r A. j ъ \ (78)

which are separated by the integration contour $ in the

S -plane. When the parameter £>г is varied the roots S
m
(f>

z
)

and Ŝ ,(p*) are moving continuously in the S -plane.

Let us consider in the J5
l
 -plane a closed contour С

passing through the point (3> =0 . After going around the

contour С and returning to the point Й =0 each of the

roots Sm(f
z
) and S * ( @

l
 acquires some of the
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possible values (77) or (78). However, the values of some of

the roots after enclosing the contour С may not coincide with

their initial values,

In general case the enclosement of an arbitrary closed con-

tour in the |3>
г
 place corresponds to some permutation of the

roots (77) and (78).

For the phenomenon of SVT essential are such movements of

the roots S»,Cp
z
) and S^,(p*) in the result of which

some roots of the 5~,(O) series (77) change their places

with some roots of the S«(O) series (78). When the para-

meter й
г
 is continuously varying such roots collide with the

integration contour ft . As a consequence the integration con-

tour $" is deformed and the integral (3) receives some addi-

tional contribution as compared with its initial value. So if a

contour С acompanied by enterchange of the roots (78) and(79)

existe then the integral (3) is a multivalued function of the

parameter jS
z
 and the values it acquires on the other Riemann

sheets when |3 =0 correspond to SVT's.

In order to study the connection of various contour enclo-

sements with the permutations of the roots S«,(<?) and Sm(o)

we consider the Riemann surface of the function 5Ср
г
) defined

by the equation (76)

For the particular case d
o
 =-1 the equation (76) has

the form

'ft = Q (79)
23TS

and its solution corresponds to arcsinus function

SCf) = ̂  Arcsin ZSCf- (80)

The graphical representation of the roots of the equation (79)

is shown on Fig.14.

.Fig»15» shows the Riemann surface of the function S(j&*)

(80). This Riemann surface has an infinite number of leaves.

Each pair of neighbouring leaves is sewn together along the

left (or right) cut going from the branch point р
г
- - ^
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Fig.H
The graphical solution of

/ /

* C
 }~ГЯ

•

/ ^ /

the equation рг= $ ' ^ S

s L a //: ги—-—
_7
/ ± ь /

/ * — /
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The Riemann surface of the function



to infinity. iWhen ft =0 each leaf cor-
responds to the definite root Si*>(o) or S^,(0)
shown on Pig. 1..When aio = "̂  ,the.branch point positions
coincide on all the leaves (see Pig.12). As it is shown on
Pig.(15) the enclosement of a branch point corresponds to the
transition from the leaf designated by a half-integer number
to the,neighbouring lower (upper) leaf designated by an integer
number. Pig.16 shows the corresponding movement of the equa-
tion (76) roots in the S-plane.

ReS

Pig.16.
The motion of the equation £2= £f*i*Z3t% roots
while enclosing the branch point.

= £f

Pig.17flS present the graphical determination of the

equation (76) roots and the Riemann surface of the function

S(f) when -14^<~i.
When p2- =0 the func t ion S(f) has the r o o t s

S ^ ( o ) - w and S«(0) = o(e + i - УП ( w = о , ^ / Д , ••• )

When p7- varying the roots are shi f ted and coincide i n

pairs a t the minimum and maximum points &l &1 . . .

corresponding to the branch points i n the complex e* p lane.
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Fig.17
The graphical solution of the equation

when -i ̂J.<-|r

si VI/Г

/ ь

5'Л'У Ь

/

Sol?)/ e

/ 1

/ *

Pi

- 1 *

/

У t—

/

е s

d /

d /

С /

Pig.18
The Riemann sur-
face of the func-
tion S(p

z
) for

the equation (76).
(The sides cf cuts
which are sewn to-
gether are deno-
ted by the ваше
letters).
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1
 )Unlike the sinus function the function Г

1

maximum and minimum have various relative value except the ma-

xLntums and minimums located at the points symmetrical with res-

pect to the transformation S - » - S + ( J
o

+
z • *

n
 *

ne r e
~

suit of this the branch point positions on various leaves are

different. The enclosement of the nearest branch point

£f» -2."2J<r33t"< corresponds to the motion, of the equation (76)
roots in the S-plane as shown in fig«(19). Thereupon the roots

SoCo)=0 and So Co) = do + ̂  change their positions.

3mS

Sjlf)

Fig.19
The motion of the roots S«,(f>2) and S^Cf2)
while enclosing the branch point f£ on the

f1 plane
As it follows from Pig.19 an arbitrary enclosement in

the ^ -plane corresponds to some permutation of the equation
(76) roots. Owing to the equation (76) symmetry under the sub-
stitution S-* -S+eU + ir every such a permutation
reduces (to a precision of a root numeration) to the transi-
tion of some roots S«,(0) (77) into the points symmetri-
cal relatively to the point £(o/«, + |-) « I n other words each
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closed contour corresponds to a permutation of some $*,&>) roots

with SL.C.0) roots with the same value of ю .

The учД -9-/*t rule.

The values of the intercepts of the ЗГ and <p -meson

parent and all adopted daughter trajectories redefined in the

result of the SVT's may be easily obtained using the root per-,

mutation rule formulated above for an arbitrary closed contour.

As it has been pointed above the consideration of apurion

emission makes possible to discover resonance state degenera-

tion connected with their quark structure.

When the paramere f" is small the trajectory intercepts for

the resonances composed of the m-th quark and n -th antiquark

have the following form

and

when p =0

odW) -- -/*£ -K (83)

and respectively .. > .,

0/0^"»,")= 2 -f^-f* <84)

where

is the m-th quark square mass. While enclosing the contour on
the fiz plane corresponding to a definite SVT some roots

SJo)*m transit into the values symmetrical relatively to
the point S = £ U o + £ ) ,i.e, w -»eLo+^-wi
As a result of this transition the quark effective square
corresponding to given и? change its sign , i.e. р*-*>-и
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Similar effect takes place in the A<?
3
 -theory where SVT re-

sult in changing the sign of scalar particle squared паев

Tachyon elimination

If 2w-£ <olo^Zn + i Сп*ОЛ,*Л, — ) »
t h e n

 f~«>
and when w 4 И (*n = O,k,*,••• ) there are tachyons in

the initial NSDM. Let us choose the enclosement contour in

the j3
z
 -plane in such a way that the first 2n+1 quarto

change the sign of the squared mass ju£ -*-f*2, - £(<b*k)~** >*}(»*
As the result we get the following values for the ЗГ and

о parent and their adopted daughter trajectory intercepts.

£ , = к-е

and

(86)

i.e. in all the cases cf*<K,£)4O and e
The latter guarantees tachyon elimination in the rearranged
dual amplitudes as the spin zero state lying on the f> -tra-
jectory is decoupled.

-io* O. S Um* Sl/(2)* U(O x 1/(0 * ... symmetry

The value of do =° corresponds to the HS original model.
When o(o

 10 we have

) й ^ ) ^ - £ (87)

Д) = 0 (88)
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for the trajectories defined by the conditions (85) and (86).
When K,€ =• O,i the trajectories eLo(K,0 (<>С?Ск,е.))
which had different positions before the SVT have the same.po-

sition after the SVT and therefore are degenerated .(see Pig. 20),

(*.*)

L A

Pig. 20

Trajectory positions after the SVT's

In this case the e -meson trajectory intercept becomes

2

zero and the Q -meson square mass equals to 1Gev • The appe-

arance of a non-zero <f -meson mass as a consequence of the

SVT shows the presence of the Higgs effect. The degeneration

of the trajectories (87) and (88) is a result of the coinci-

dence of the square masses of the quarks with m =0 andm ? /2

after SVT. The last circumstance is connected with the beha-

viov of the roots S-£&*) and SAC**2) in the $ -plane s
As it is shown on Pig.19 when elo =0 the final positions of
the roots So(p) and Sj.(&*) coincide.
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That results in the coincidence of all the properties of the

quark states corresponding to these roots and in the increase

of the dual amplitude symmetry,up to the symmetry of the

On this case the O-th and /2-th quarks compose the du-

blet Suit) representation end the particles belonging *to

the trajectories (97) and (88) correspond to the SW(2) -singlet

and triplet states; Hote that the charged particles are situ-
ated on the trajectories with the lntereepts equal to *ЗР(О£)
and do'^Cz/O) t and the particles with zero charges are situ-
ated on the trajectories with the intercepts cLl*CO,O) or

oto^Ci-,^) • In the case when the external particles belong
to the trajectories (87) or (88) dual amplitude dependence on
the internal quantum numbers factorizates in the form of the
spur of the isospin matrices Vi (<• =0,1,Z^) and cor-
responds to the equal introduction of isospin, states into dual
amplitudes by means of the Chan -Paton method*

Having stated the SV(z) symmetry for the states belon-
ging to the trajectories (87), (88) and their daughters we
shall consider which particles correspond to these states.
For this purpose note that all the states situated on the tra-
jectories with the intercepts equal to alo

?(m/">) have a
positive G-parlty and all the states lying on the trajectories
with the intercepts d?(.m,™) bave a negative G-parity.
This follows from consideration of the structure of separate
terms in the expression (39); Analogously we nay show that the
states belonging to the trajectory ^J(*n,n) (<•/*(m,n)) have
the G-parity opposite to the G-parity of the states belonging
to the trajectories with the Intercepts of«?"(**i,") (etK»i,n)) .
The absolute G-parity of the states being undetermined. Hoting
however that the trajectories with the intercepts equal.to

я&ДО.оОЧо.Д^вСОДо) t and ot|Ci
f
t) - contain a f -meson

isotriplet we may attribute.a positive G-parlty to the states

lying on these trajectories. Then the G-parity of all the other

states is fully defined. If we know the G-parlty and isotopic
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spins of the states belonging to the degenerated trajectories

(87), (88) and their first daughter trajectories we may iden-

tify these etat.s with the following lowlying scalar, pseudo-

scalar, vector and axial-vector mesons (see Table I ) .

Table I.

Intercepts of
corresponding
quarks

all(OtO)td2(fi,k)

At,

•

trajectories
to the *,e*o,i

1

t /

a

•

Particles

j°P*f ^ 2)

*•,***-, н

/<*
Gev

f

t

Z

1

o+

f-

o~

r
0"

0 *

* •

3

f

0

f

0

*

With the help of this table we may receive the well-known

relations between the meson masses which are usually derived,

from the consideration of high energy sum rules or by the al-

gebraic realization of chiral symmetry f5j«

(89)

Studying the residues at the poles of the 4-point 6
H

and 5 point 6
S
 functions corresponding to various Internal

and external states shown in Table I. We may receive analogous
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relations between the coupling constants of these states. It
makes possible to conclude that the symmetry appeasing in the
HSDM as a result of the OT« is the SW(2)xSWa)*M)x«(O*-- *
symmetry*

Concluding we see that the resonance apectrum of the re-
arranged NSDM is far from reality and is spoiled by the presen-
ce of ghosts but it is worthwhile to note that its symmetry
properties and quark structure lear surprising resemblance to
those extracted from nature.
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